Domains in cationic lipid plus polyelectrolyte bilayer membranes: detection and characterization via 2H nuclear magnetic resonance.
2H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy of choline-deuterolabeled 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC-alpha-d2 and POPC-beta-d2) has been used to detect and quantify domain formation induced in cationic lipid-containing bilayers upon the addition of anionic polyelectrolytes. Three different polyelectrolytes, poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) or PSSS, poly(sodium acrylate) or PACA, and poly(sodium glutamate) or PGLU, were added to POPC lipid bilayers containing 1,2-dioleoyl-3-(dimethylamino)propane (DODAP) as the cationic amphiphile. All three polyelectrolytes produced two-component 2H NMR spectra, consistent with two populations of POPC, one polyelectrolyte-bound and another polyelectrolyte-free. The relative intensities of the two spectral components provided the relative amounts of the two POPC populations. The 2H NMR quadrupolar splitting from either spectral component provided the DODAP content of the particular POPC population. The two POPC populations differed in that the polyelectrolyte-bound population contained a stoichiometric polyelectrolyte anion:DODAP cation ratio leading to enrichment with respect to DODAP, while the polyelectrolyte-free population was depleted of DODAP. Estimates of the size of a polyelectrolyte-defined domain revealed a constant number of bound DODAP but a flexible number of bound POPC, which increased in proportion to the global POPC content. The most compact domains were formed by the most hydrophobic polyelectrolyte, PSSS, while the most expansive domains were formed by the most hydrophilic polyelectrolyte, PGLU.